Please join us for an Amcoa Team Workshop:

The NEASC E-Series Forms and Meaningful Campus Assessment

This informal workshop is an opportunity to discuss how our campuses use or could use the NEASC E-forms to advance campus assessment practices and policies and to create opportunities for engagement with a wider array of campus stakeholders.

Monday, July 10, 2017
12:00-3:00 p.m.
UMass Lowell
Riverview Suites, Room 158

Who should attend: Small teams (recommended) or individuals from your institution, ideally including assessment professionals, members of campus NEASC accreditation working groups, and especially any faculty who are engaged in assessment / NEASC accreditation / curriculum development—or who are interested in learning more. Attendees do not need to be members of the Amcoa Team, and no prior experience with the E-Series forms is required!

What to expect: Lunch and a guided, engaged discussion

To register: Email Paula_Haines@uml.edu with the names and the email addresses of the individuals from your institution who will join us. I'll confirm and send you location and parking information.

Please register by Friday, June 30!

Topics we'll discuss / to think about in advance:

- Who on your campus is involved in gathering and organizing the data for your E-forms?
- What are your successful outreach strategies, or your challenges in gathering this information?
- What tools or technologies do you use?
- What questions do you have about how others deal with the E-forms?
- What other purposes, if any does the preparation of the E-forms serve on your campus?
- How might we create other benefits from doing this necessary work?
- How can faculty benefit from participating in the preparation or analysis of the E-form data?
- How can we ensure that our accountability practices remain focused on real student learning?
- How might we use this basic practice for accountability to help build the an engaged campus culture around assessment?